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to Bruce Springsteen have also played a
prominent role.
Tracks from the Son EP are both passionate
and
heartfelt,
dealing
with
issues
encountered by many young people growing
up in modern times.

And the new EP
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CD/Digital EP
Beckoning Drum
The City of Austin Texas
Twenty Twelve
Drunk & Lonely
When I Can’t
Armoured Minds
Singer-Songwriter / Acoustic

‘A simply incredible songwriter’
Thomas Coxhead – BBC Radio 1
Having toured around Europe, Australia,
South America and the USA in recent years
performing songs from his previous two EPs,
singer-songwriter Antonio Lulic returns with
his new release Son - a 5-track EP that
reflects his journey around the world as a
solo performer.
Antonio has gained
much
experience
with
live
performances during
his worldwide travels,
including supporting
Ed Sheeran in the
UK and at his sold
out
New
York
headline show. However, Antonio also
succeeds in captivating an attentive audience
wherever he finds himself playing, which
ranges from small intimate stages to huge
theatres.
Born in Sunderland, the North East of
England, and son to a South American
political exile, social awareness has always
been key to Antonio’s songwriting. Although
he draws the majority of inspiration from his
family roots, artists ranging from Ani Difranco

The EP’s opening track Beckoning Drum
speaks of how adolescents cope in adjusting
their outlook of the world as they enter
adulthood. Finding we often have to face the
harder edges of modern life. In contrast to
this, second track The City of Austin, Texas
harks back to a personal experience of
Antonio’s. A story of love lost in an unfamiliar
City whilst the full force of nature throws itself
at you. Twenty Twelve and Drunk & Lonely
both touch on searching for stability and
understanding whilst the closing track When I
Can’t reminds us of how ‘life is what happens
whilst making plans’, while gently dealing with
loved ones no longer with us.
Antonio’s
previous
EP’s
Becomes
Unstoppable & Never Tonight have proven
popular on iTunes, a success that is still ongoing and to celebrate the release of Son,
Antonio will be playing the We Love Spring
event at St Giles in the Field, Soho, central
London. For further info and upcoming
regional live dates please visit his website.
Relevant Links:
www.antoniolulic.com
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